Clinical prospects for neural grafting therapy for hippocampal lesions and epilepsy.
Hippocampal lesions and epilepsy may be potential clinical targets for neural grafting. We hypothesized that neural grafting could be a restorative therapy either acutely, adding unformed neural elements, or chronically, treating postlesioning epilepsy. The goal of this review was to assess the clinical reality of this hypothesis of neural grafting and to determine the problems that remain to be resolved before grafting can be applied clinically. We quantitatively defined graft integration within the host, on a cellular basis, by directly assessing survival of the transplanted neurons, graft cell dispersion and migration, neuronal differentiation and development, and establishment of appropriate local and long-distance synaptic connectivity. Embryonic hippocampal suspension grafts demonstrate excellent survival rates (20-80%). Embryonic axons exhibit extensive, appropriate, local and long-distance connectivity, can facilitate reconstruction of excitatory and inhibitory cortical circuitry, and can prevent the formation of aberrant circuitry. Immature neural stem cells demonstrate lesser degrees of integration, likely because of a paucity of positional cues in the lesioned brain for the differentiation of stem cells into region-specific neuronal phenotypes. Labeled grafted cells may be selectively and noninvasively removed from the host with triggerable stealth toxins, for the late treatment of unanticipated graft problems. Neural grafting with appropriate embryonic neurons may provide significant clinical benefits. However, embryonic cell availability is severely limited, and alternative sources of cells, such as stem cells, require significant additional research into the induction and maintenance of neuronal commitment and the ability of the cells to form functional synaptic connections in vivo.